FORCIBLE ENTRY TOOLS

R E S C U E S TA RT S H E R E

Forcible Entry Tools

Hooligan Tools
The Paratech Hooligan Tool has set the standard of excellence for Halligan type
tools. Now available with a machined alloy shaft for lighter weight, these heavyduty tools were designed to pry, pound, puncture, twist, and cut open or remove
all types of barriers between emergency service personnel and saving a life.
Standard Claw with
Part No.
Length
Weight
Electroless Nickel Finish
Inches (cm) Net Lbs (KG) Ship Lbs (KG)
24" Hooligan Tool
22-000599
24 (61.0)
10.0 (4.5)
13 (5.9)
30" Hooligan Tool
22-000600
30 (76.2)
11.4 (5.2)
14 (6.4)
36" Hooligan Tool
22-000601
36 (91.4)
12.7 (5.8)
15 (6.8)
42" Hooligan Tool
22-000602
42 (106.7)
14.2 (6.4)
16 (7.3)
Lightweight Aluminum Handle and Standard Claw with Electroless Nickel Finish
24" Hooligan Tool
22-000424
24 (61.0)
7.3 (3.3)
10 (4.5)
30" Hooligan Tool
22-000430
30 (76.2)
7.8 (3.5)
11 (5.0)
Standard Claw with Tactical Black Finish
30" Hooligan Tool
22-000670
30 (76.2)
11.4 (5.2)
14 (6.4)
36" Hooligan Tool
22-000671
36 (91.4)
12.7 (5.8)
15 (6.8)
Metal Cutting Claw with Electroless Nickel Finish
30" Highway Hooligan
22-000622
30 (76.2)
11.4 (5.2)
13 (5.9)
36" Highway Hooligan
22-000623
36 (91.4)
12.7 (5.8)
14 (6.4)
42" Highway Hooligan
22-000624
42 (106.7)
14.2 (6.4)
16 (7.3)

Standard Claw with
Electroless Nickel Finish

Metal Cutting Claw
with Electroless
Nickel Finish

Spark Resistant Forcible Entry Tools
30" Spark Resistant
Westcoast Bar
30" Spark Resistant
Hooligan Tool with
Metal Cutting Claw
30" Spark Resistant
Hooligan Tool with

22-891640

30 (76.2)

11.0 (5.0)

13 (5.9)

22-891622

30 (76.2)

11.2 (5.1)

13 (5.9)

22-891600

30 (76.2)

11.2 (5.1)

13 (5.9)

Spark Resistant Forcible Entry Tools
The head and claw are manufactured entirely from spark resistant AMPCOLOY 45.
These heavy duty forcible entry tools are designed for emergency service personnel
operating in the presence of hazardous vapors and combustible residues. Now a
single spark resistant tool allows you to pound, puncture, pry, twist and cut metal
barriers in the presence of hazardous vapors. Using the design of one of the
world's most popular forcible entry tools and manufacturing it out of spark
resistant materials, makes this an important addition to your HazMat tool arsenal.
Features include:
• A gently curved claw maximizes prying leverage
• Parallel claw opening fits over locks, hasps and many door bars
• Doubles as a nail puller and gas shut off tool
• Aluminum Alloy Shaft (22-000424 and 22-000430)
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Standard Claw
with Tactical
Black Finish

Spark Resistant

Buster Tool

NEW

Buster Tool in Closed Position w/ Compact Claw
Sheath

Standard Claw
L.A. Scabbard

Description
Buster with Compact Claw
Buster with Standard Claw
Compact Claw
Standard Claw
Sheath
L.A. Scabbard
Tactical Holster

Part No.
22-000300
22-000301
22-000321
22-000322s
22-000505
22-000504
22-000506

Length
Inches (CM)
15.5 (39.4)
17.25 (43.8)
12.5 (31.8)
14.25 (36.2)
19 (48.3)
10.5 (26.7)
9 (22.9)

Weight
Net Lbs (KG) Ship Lbs (KG)
5.3 (2.4)
6.7 (3.0)
5.7 (2.6)
7.1 (3.2)
2.0 (0.9)
3.0 (1.4)
2.4 (1.1)
3.4 (1.5)
1.0 (0.5)
1.5 (0.7)
1.5 (0.7)
2.5 (1.1)
0.5 (0.2)
1.0 (0.5)

The new Buster Tool from Paratech is the perfect compact
forcible entry tool. Designed for fire department officers; it has
the versatility and strength to assist in getting the job done on the
fire ground.
Force entry or exit in most interiors; open walls or baseboards
to check fire spread; use the Buster’s extended and locked claw
assembly for close quarter chopping and added prying
leverage.
EMT’s and Paramedics will benefit from the Buster as well. Low
damage forcible entry to reach downed or incapacitated victims
is now possible before assist units arrive on scene.
The Buster Tool has two claws: Compact and Standard. The
Compact Claw will pry windows, light door frames, enlarge
openings in sheet metal and pull nails. The Standard Claw does
all the above and can be used for gas shut off, prying open larger
doors and removing hinges from doors.
Its unique locking lever allows the tool to be used in two
positions: closed for use in compact spaces or extended and
locked for added leverage. When the claw is completely
removed it can be inserted in the keyway in the axe head for
twisting leverage in confined spaces. While unlocked, the Buster
Tool has the powerful “Slam and Ram” capability for quick and
decisive entry.

Tactical Holster

The head and claw assemblies are separate sections
manufactured from hardened stainless steel for maximum
strength. The molded neoprene rubber handle is ergonomically
shaped for a better grip.
The Buster with compact claw has a weight of only 5.3 lbs. (2.4
kg.) with an extended length of 21.5 in. (546 mm) and a collapsed
length of 15.5 in. (394 mm). This lightweight tool can be carried
with ease by using the Tactical Holster, Sheath or L.A. Scabbard.
The Buster Tool is also used as a cockpit crash axe and exceeds
(SAE) Aerospace Standard (AS) 5402 which specifies the design
and performance criteria for aircraft crash axes.
Paratech has always been a leader in the design of rugged and
reliable forcible entry tools and the new Buster Tool continues
that tradition.
Features:
• Extend and lock handle for prying leverage
and close quarter chopping
• Choose one of two claw types
• Removable claws to separate tasks
• Lockbreaker claw works on many gas shutoffs
• Right angle prying thanks to axe head claw receiver
• Insulated molded handle
• 5.3 lbs (2.4 KG) with compact claw
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Forcible Entry Tools

Pry Axe

Here is a tool that has withstood the test of time. For over
40 years the Pry Axe has remained the best selling tool in
our line. The Pry Axe is being used by fire departments,
police departments and rescue squads worldwide.
The Pry Axe is a lightweight, multi-purpose, slam and
ram tool designed to pry, enlarge openings, cut sheet
metal and twist off locks and latches. This efficient tool
lets every firefighter force entry, rescue and ventilate
without waiting for help. The Pry Axe is small enough to
carry and rugged enough for most jobs.
The Pry Axe head and claw assemblies are separate
sections forged from high alloy steel and heat treated for
maximum strength. A solid steel shaft is press fitted and
pinned to the claw. A tubular steel handle is press fitted
and welded to the head. A rubber sleeve over the handle
provides a non-slip grip. The tool weights 6.6 lbs. (3 kg),
and is 18" (46 cm) closed, and 26" (72 cm) extended.
The Pry Axe is electroless nickel plated for good looks
and easy maintenance.

Locking Device

Compact and Lightweight
Rubber Sleeve Over
Handle Provides a
No Slip Grip

Hole For Claw Shaft
Offers Additional
Leverage For Prying

Steel Shaft
For Added Strength
Claw Tool
With Gas Shut Off

Spanner Wrench

Metal Cutting Claw Cuts
Sheet Metal Quickly
and Efficiently

Teeth For Pulling Lath,
Wire and Nails

Pry Axe
Description
Pry-Axe Only with Metal Cutting Claw
Pry-Axe only with Standard Claw
Pry-Axe with Standard & Metal Cutting Claw
Pry-Axe with Standard Claw & Sheath
Pry-Axe with Standard Claw & Vehicle Bracket

Biel Tool
Clawsheet Metal
Cutting

Part No.

Length
Inches (cm)

22-000522
22-000520
22-000518
22-000515
22-000516

18.6 (47.2)
18.4 (46.7)
18.6 (47.2)
18.4 (46.7)
18.4 (46.7)

Release
Button Catch
(not visible)

Rubber handle
for positive grip

Weight
Net Lbs (KG) Ship Lbs (KG)
6.6 (3.0)
6.6 (3.0)
9.6 (4.4)
7.0 (3.2)
7.0 (3.2)

Claw Shaft and
Release Button
(not visible)

8.0 (3.6)
8.0 (3.6)
11.0 (5.0)
8.0 (3.6)
9.0 (4.1)

Pike

Hole for inserting Claw
Shaft for prying

Axe Blade
Chisel and prying
surface

Think of the times you have been exposed to situations when the
need for a small, strong, forcible entry tool was immediate and
you were unable to act because you didn't have the right tool to
do the job.
Now you can act quickly! The Biel Tool, (pronounced BEE’L)
is a personal size multi-purpose forcible entry and rescue tool,
designed for forcing doors and windows, prying and twisting
hasps and locks, light overhauling, metal cutting and chopping.
The Biel Tool incorporates many features found in the famous
Paratech “Pry-Axe”, but is much smaller at 15" (38.1 cm) long
in its closed position and 19" (48.3 cm) extended and light
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Serrated teeth
for pulling lath
wire and nails

enough, 3.3 lbs. (1.5 kg) to wear on a belt, or to carry in the pocket
of a bunker coat. The Biel is constructed of alloy steel forgings, heat
treated for maximum strength and durability, and chrome plated or
with an electroless nickel finish for easy maintenance.
Description
Biel Tool
Sheath
Biel Tool & Sheath

Part No.
22-000550
22-000555
22-000551

Length
Weight
Inches (cm) Net Lbs (KG) Ship Lbs (KG)
15 (38.1)
3.2 (1.5)
3.2 (1.5)
5 (12.7)
0.5 (0.2)
0.5 (1.2)
15 (38.1)
3.7 (1.7)
3.7 (1.7)

Hook and Chain
The Hook and Chain is a must for pulling, stabilizing and
working with hydraulic rescue tools.
A large forged alloy steel hook attached to a length of 3/8"
(9.5 mm) high test alloy steel chain and grab hook. The chain
has a working load capacity of 5400 lbs. (2450 kg), and the
hook is 6.5" (17 cm) wide and electroless nickel plated.

Description
6 ft. Hook & Chain
12 ft. Hook & Chain
18 ft. Hook & Chain

Part No.
22-000690
22-000691
22-000692

Length
Inches (cm)
72 (182.9)
144 (365.8)
216 (548.7)

Weight
Net Lbs (KG) Ship Lbs (KG)
15.0 (6.8)
16.0 (7.3)
24.0 (10.9)
25.0 (11.3)
33.0 (15.0)
34.0 (15.4)

Hook and Claw

The Hook and Claw is a heavy duty prying tool designed for
overhauling. Usually found on Ladder (Truck) Companies, the
Claw Tool is very practical for prying floorboards, baseboards,
window casements and door frames.
Both the Hook and Claw are drop forged from high alloy steel.
After being heat treated they are pressed and pinned to a 1"
(2.5cm) stress proof bar. Machine grooved hand grips and
electroless nickel plating improve the function and appearance.
Description

Part No.

Length
Inches (cm)

30" Claw Tool
36" Claw Tool
42" Claw Tool

22-000590
22-000591
22-000592

30 (76.2)
36 (91.4)
42 (106.7)

The Hook has a 6.5" opening and is machine sharpened. The
Claw is parallel slotted with a recessed nail puller to remove
locks, hasps and shut gas valves. The ends are machine
sharpened to engage a prying point.
The Paratech Hook and Claw Tool meets any published
requirement for a hand held Claw Tool.

Weight
Net Lbs (KG) Ship Lbs (KG)
11.7 (5.3)
13.0 (5.9)
14.3 (6.5)

15 (6.8)
16 (7.3)
17 (7.7)
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Kelly Tool
The Kelly Tool is often used in a wedge & sledge combination with a
flat head axe. Now specified by fire departments that want a rugged
forcible entry tool without the protruding point found on the
“Halligan” type tools.
Both the adz end and claw are drop forged from high alloy steel and
heat treated for maximum strength. The adz and claw have been
machine sharpened for easy access to a prying point. Both ends are
permanently press fitted to a 1" (2.5cm) stress proof steel bar with
machine grooved hand grips.
The adz end extends into a protruding hammer head
to be used as a striking tool or receive hammer blows.
The tool features a gently curved claw for maximum
prying leverage and has a recessed nail puller. This
parallel claw is slotted to slip over locks, hasps and
many gas shutoffs.
Description

Part No.

30" Kelly Tool
36" Kelly Tool
42" Kelly Tool

22-000560
22-000561
22-000562

Length
Inches (cm)

Weight
Net Lbs (KG) Ship Lbs (KG)

30 (76.2)
36 (91.4)
42 (106.7)

11.8 (5.4)
13.1 (5.9)
14.5 (6.6)

14 (6.4)
15 (6.8)
16 (7.3)

Super Ram Bar
This powerful tool has only one function.

GET IN FAST!
It uses the “Slam & Ram” power stroke made famous by
Paratech. Just place the drop forged lockbreaker claw
where you want the force applied and “Slam & Ram.”
No more deflected hammer blows. No more dangerous
backswings in crowded area. All the force is delivered
where and when you want it.
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Description

Part No.

Length
Inches (cm)

Super Rambar
Mounting Bracket Set

22-000650
22-000651

33 (83.8)
4(10.2)

Weight
Net Lbs (KG) Ship Lbs (KG)
16.0 (7.3)
1.5 (0.7)

18.0 (8.2)
2.0 (0.9)

PRT Tool
Hard Coated Aluminum Alloy
Tube Body, with machine
grooved, non-slip grip.

Hard Coated Aluminum
Alloy Tool Bit Retainer
and Locking Ring.

Collet Chuck locks the Ram Bar
for storage, and at any length,
for added leverage and safety.

Ram Bar/Handle with
machine grooved, non-slip
grip. Ram travels up to
13.6" (34.5 cm) for
maximum impact.

Bull Point
18.3" (46.5 cm) long tool bit for breaking
concrete and masonry materials. 5" thick
unreinforced concrete is easily broken after
only 6-8 strikes of the ram bar.

Forged, Heat Treated,
Interchangeable Tool Bits.

Wide Chisel Tip
18.3" (46.5 cm) long tool bit for lifting,
prying and punching metal. Provides
extra length for reaching into narrow
crevices and pry bar leverage up to 53"
when fully extended.

Metal Cutting Claw
12.4" (31.5 cm) long tool bit for
punching and cutting sheet metal
(automobile roofs and hoods,
aircraft, structures, etc.). Works
like a manual can opener.

1" Chisel Tip
18.3" (46.5 cm) long tool bit,
also used for breaking concrete,
prying and breaking bolts,
breaching brick and block walls.

Lock Breaker Claw
12.4" (31.5 cm) long tool bit
for prying or forcing open
doors, windows, twisting hasps
and breaking locks.

The PRT is a powerful hand held rescue tool that can
be put to work with a minimal amount of training.
Primarily designed for fast, forcible entry and
penetration, one person can quickly pry open locks
and doors in seconds and easily break through brick
and concrete block walls within a few minutes.
The Slam and Ram action of the PRT directs all of its
force directly at the point of impact –without
deflection, making it safer and more effective than a
sledge and wedge.
This heavy duty rescue tool is easily stored and
transported, so it can always be... The First Tool to the
Rescue, until heavier, powered equipment can be
employed, if necessary.

Description

Part No.

Length

Weight

Inches (cm) Net Lbs (KG)
PRT Rescue Kit
PRT Bar only
Chisel - 3" Wide
Bullpoint - 14" long
Chisel - 1" Wide
Lockbreaker Claw
Metal Cutting Claw
Carrying Pouch

22-000625
22-000627
22-098107
22-098101
22-098111
22-000636
22-000637
22-015472

31.5 (80)
26.6 (67.6)
18.3 (46.5)
18.3 (46.5)
18.3 (46.5)
12.4 (31.5)
12.4 (31.5)
32.6 (82.8)

29.0 (13.2)
11.6 (5.3)
3.8 (1.7)
2.9 (1.3)
2.9 (1.3)
2.6 (1.2)
4.0 (1.8)
1.0 (0.5)

Ship Lbs (KG)
30.0 (13.6)
13.0 (5.9)
4.0 (1.8)
4.0 (1.8)
4.0 (1.8)
3.0 (1.4)
5.0 (2.3)
2.0 (0.9)
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Rescue Starts Here
When the call comes, you’re ready
you’re tough, and you’re committed.
At Paratech we understand. For over
40 years our people have been
working to make sure that you have
the most reliable, innovatively
designed and well manufactured
rescue tools and equipment to do
your job. From engineering, to
manufacturing, to training…failure
is not an option.

Paratech Incorporated
P.O. Box 1000, Frankfort, IL 60423 USA
Phone: 815.469.3911 Fax: 815.469.7748
www.paratech.us E-mail: paratech@paratech.us

Paratech Europe, Branch of Paratech Inc.
P.O. Box 174, 5260 Odense S, Denmark
Phone: +45.66.11.24.22 Fax: +45.66.11.24.32
Email: paratech@paratech.dk
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